WEALTH Building through the
Abundance Economic Network:
Estate/Equity Member Case Study

Anna, a 67-year-old semi-retired business woman, sold
several assets in her business. This left her with $50,000 to
invest. Seeking an alternative to the turbulent stock
market she chose to work with the Abundance Economic
Network. The Network stretches the buying power for
Expense Members while providing a 40% rebate after twelve
months for Anna’s $50,000. Her money will yield a high
rebate while she helps others pay their debts. She is building wealth by helping others. This
was ideal because Anna valued planting the seed of her money into her brothers and sisters
in Christ.
Target Market: Long-term (one year minimum) individual and institution investors to allow
capital access to a stable expansion market. This Network Estate membership allows
investors to create income and increase their net worth.
Revenue/Profit Sources: Network access fees, equity revenue notes, network product sales,
transfer revenue and asset resale.
Let’s see how this stewardship is rewarded. Anna loads her $50,000 in the Abundance
Economic Network. This is how the Expense Member process works to rebate Anna 40%:
Each Expense member loads a: $50.00/month access/expense membership fee
1.67/month goes to Anna as the Estate Member
There are 350 members per estate:
x 350
=
$584.50
There are 10 expense units/member x 10
= $5,845.00
There are 12 months/year
x 12
= $70,140.00
- 140.00 reinvested into network infrastructure
= $70,000.00 Rebate on Investment (40% of $50,000)
As you can see, at the end of the year Anna’s Estate was rebated $20,000 (40%). As a
result of the tremendous profit, Anna decides to open a second Estate. She plans to pay
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all of her expenses through her Network Expense membership. Her two Estates, in
essence, replace her job. Because she keeps her rebate in the Network to pay all her
expenses, the IRA will not tax the $20,000 rebate/Estate so the tax benefits are
substantial. Since Anna no longer has to go to an actual “job”, she uses her time to travel,
volunteer in the community and her church, play with her grandchildren, and invest her
time in people.
At the end of each one-year cycle each Estate Member has the option of keeping their
$50,000 Estate (reloading) or spending their capital. As you can see from the above
example, you can load more than one estate. You will select the name of each estate your identity remains anonymous unless you name your Estate after your likeness. Like
Anna, Estate Members can also be Expense Members and use the Abundance Economic
Network to get a 10-20% copay discount to assist with their expenses.
This is how the Estate/Equity membership process works:
1. Join the recommended AEN credit union (Telhio if in Columbus).
2. You load $50,000/year for an Estate membership. You name your Estate.
3. Optional:
a. If you want to build more wealth, you can load as many Estates as you
desire.
b. If you want to make money through rebates, you can take advantage of
the Enterprise memberships.
c. If you want to pay your expenses through the Network (and save
money), you will want to join as an Expense Member.
*This Estate enterprise is the most profitable Network position and is a pillar of the
Abundance Economic Network.
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